Term

Autumn 1.1

1.2

Spring 2.1

2.2

Summer3.1

3.2

Year 7
How do we
connect ?

The Island

Jesus

Islam

Buddhism

God

Sikhism

Year 8
Where do
we go to
for

Islam
Multi Faith

guidance ? TRIP

God/Spirited
Jesus

Judaism
Intro to
GCSE
Specification

Year 9

B Christianity

What
matters

Community

most?

Cohesion

Belief
All faiths

Wisdom

Arts

Hindu Dharma

Aims
Gaining and
using skills for
studying
religions and

Consider
and discuss
points of

Apply ideas
thoughtfully

Investigate
and explain why
religions and

view, ideas

worldviews

worldviews

Interpret
ideas, sources
and arguments

matter

Evaluate
arguments
personally and
critically

Use various
disciplines to
research
religious
questions

Knowing about

Describe

and

religious

understanding

ideas and

religions and
worldviews
Expressing and
communicating
about religions
and worldviews

Explain the

Appreciate

impact of and

different

religious ideas

connections

understanding

connecting

and practices ,

between ideas

of religion and

perspectives;

justifying

ideas

and link them

and practices

ideas

ways of life

perspectives

Respond
using
different
forms of
expression

Understand

Explain ideas
Express and

and viewpoints

apply ideas

clearly in various

thoughtfully

forms

Express insights
into questions
giving coherent
accounts of
beliefs and idea

Evaluate diverse
beliefs;

Analyse
arguments ,

Synthesise your
Explain ideas

research using a

creatively and

variety of

coherently

disciplines

Term

Autumn 1.1

1.2

Spring 2.1

2.2
Buddhism

The Island
Year 7
How do we
connect ?

Being part
of a
community-

Jesus
What links

What

Christians?

connects

what does it

( role

mean?

models

Islam
How does
the Qur’an
Year 8
Where do

guide
Muslims ?

Islam

Muslims ?
(5 pillars )

Summer3.1

3.2

God

How do

What is the

Buddhists

Christian

view the

worldview ?

How does the

world? What

How does it

Gurdwara and

principles do

affect their

the Khalsa

they follow?

actions ?

unite Sikhs ?

Sikhism

Judaism
Jesus
Did Jesus
really exist
? How does

we go for Multi Faith

he guide

guidance ? TRIP

Christians ?

How do the
Jewish people
understand

Wisdom

What sources Arts

and express

of wisdom

their

guide us in

identity ?

God/Spirited

life ?

Where do we

Hindu Dharma
How does the
worldview of

find inspiration Hindus shape
and guidance ?

their life ?

Year 9
What
matters
most?
Commnunity Cohesion
How can we all live

GCSE intro to GCSE Spec B

together?

Marriage and the Family

Christian/Islam

